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Abstract

Suppose we are given the free product V of a finite family of finite or countable sets (V/),ejj and
probability measures on each Vh which govern random walks on it. We consider a transient random walk
on the free product arising naturally from the random walks on the Vj. We prove the existence of the rate
of escape with respect to the block length, that is, the speed at which the random walk escapes to infinity,
and furthermore we compute formulae for it. For this purpose, we present three different techniques
providing three different, equivalent formulae.
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1. Introduction

Consider a transient Markov chain (Zn)nes0
 o n a s t a t e space V and a suitable length

function / on V representing a 'word length' with respect to the starting point of the
Markov chain. We are interested in whether the sequence of random variables l(Zn)/n
converges almost surely to a constant, and if so, to compute this constant. If the limit
exists, it is called the rate of escape, or the drift with respect to I. In this paper, we
study this question for random walks on general free products.

To outline some background material, on the d-dimensional grid Zd, where d > 1,
random walks can be described by the sum of n independent and identically distributed
random variables, the increments of n steps. By the weak law of large numbers, the
limit lim^oo \Zn\/n, where | • | is the distance on the grid to the starting point of the
random walk, exists almost surely. Furthermore, this limit is positive if the increments
have non-zero mean vector.
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32 Lorenz A. Gilch [2]

It is well-known that the rate of escape exists also for transitive random walks on
finitely generated groups, where the random walks arise from probability measures
on the group elements. This follows from Kingman 's subadditive ergodic theorem;
see Kingman [9], Derriennic [3] and Guivarc'h [7]. If / is the metric of the Cay ley
graph, then the limit limn^.ool(Zn)/n exists almost surely and is positive. There are
many detailed results for random walks on groups and wreath products: Mairesse [13]
computed a explicit formula in terms of the unique solution of a system of polynomial
equations for the rate of escape of random walks on the braid group. Lyons, Pemantle
and Peres [11] gave a lower bound for the rate of escape of inward-biased random
walks on lamplighter groups. Dyubina [4] proved that the drift on the wreath product
A i 2 /2 is zero, where A is a finitely generated group. Erschler [5] investigated
asymptotics of the drift of symmetric random walks on finitely generated groups. An
important link between drifts and harmonic analysis was obtained by Varopoulos [19].
He proved that for symmetric finite range random walks on groups the existence of
non-trivial bounded harmonic functions is equivalent to a non-zero rate of escape.
This leads to a link between the rate of escape and the entropy of random walks,
compare for example with Kaimanovich and Vershik [8] and Erschler [5]. The rate
of escape has also been studied on trees: Cartwright, Kaimanovich and Woess [1]
investigated the boundary of homogeneous trees and the drift on them. Nagnibeda
and Woess [16, Section 5] proved that the rate of escape of random walks on trees
with finitely many cone types is non-zero and gave a formula for it.

For a restricted class of free products of finite groups, Mairesse [12] and Mairesse
and Matheus [14] developed a specific technique for computation of the above limit
with respect to the word length. These papers were the starting point for the present
investigation of arbitrary free products. We consider the free product of finitely
many sets, on which Markov chains are given, and construct in a natural way a
random walk on the free product. The techniques we use for rewriting probability
generating functions in terms of functions on the factors of the free product were in-
troduced independently and simultaneously by Cartwright and Soardi [2], Woess [22],
Voiculescu [20] and McLaughlin [15].

Our aim is to show the existence of the above rate of escape I with respect to the
word length, and also to compute formulae for it. For this purpose, we present three
different, equivalent formulae for t using three different techniques. In Section 3 we
prove existence and a formula for I by purely probabilistic reasoning. In Section 4 we
compute the proposed limit using double generating functions and applying a theorem
of Sawyer and Steger [17, Theorem 2.2]. The third approach for the computation of I
in Section 5 works only for free products of finitely generated groups and is based on
a technique that was used by Ledrappier [10] and Furstenberg [6]. Section 6 presents
sample computations and in Section 7 we give additional remarks about extensions of
these techniques to further results.
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2. Free products

2.1. Free products and random walks Let £ := { 1 , . . . , r], r > 2. Consider r
random walks with transition matrices P, on pairwise disjoint finite or countable state
spaces Vit where i e J. The corresponding single and n-step transition probabilities
are denoted by /?,(*, y) and pl"\x, y), where x, y e Vj. For every i e / w e select
an element o, of Vj as the 'root'. To help visualize this, we think of graphs X, with
vertex sets Vt and roots o, such that there is an oriented edge x —> y if and only if
Pi (x, y) > 0. Furthermore, we shall assume that for every i 6 JP and every x e V,
there is an n e No such that p("\ot, x) > 0. For the sake of simplicity we assume
Pi(x, x) = 0 for every i e J* and x e Vj.

Let V,x := Vj \ {o,} for every i e JP. The next step is the construction of a new
Markov chain on the free product V := V\* ••• *Vr, the set of 'words'

(2.1) x = xlx2...xn

with letters, also called blocks, from the sets V* such that no two successive let-
ters come from the same V). The empty word o describes the root of V. If
u = Mi. . . um e V and v = vx... vn e V with um e Vt and vt £ V,, then uv
stands for their concatenation as words. We also define vo = ov = v for all v e V.
We regard each V; as a subset of V, identifying each o, with o.

We lift Pt to a transition matrix P, on V: if z e V is o or has last letter not in V,, and
if v, w e Vj, then we set pi(zv, zw) :— pt(v, w). Otherwise we set pt(x, y) := 0.
We choose 0 < ot\,..., ar 6 K with $^,-e^ a, = 1. Then we obtain a new transition
matrix on V given by

IGJ'

The random walk governed by P is described by the sequence of random variables
(Zn)neN0. The associated single and zi-step transition probabilities are denoted by
p(x, y) and p(n)(x, y) for x, y € V.

Let x = Xi... xm e V \ {o}. The type z(x) of* is defined to be i iixm e Vh The
block length l(x) of* is defined to be m. We also set T(O) := 0 and tip) := 0. We
want to show existence of the P-almost sure limit I — limn^.oo€(Zn)//i, the rate of
escape with respect to the block length, and to present formulae for it. Let k e N.
Then *(i) := x\...Xj, where j = min[k, m], is the truncation at length k. We also
write xL .— X\.. .xm_\ for the truncation at length l(x) — 1, if x ^ o. Furthermore
we denote by x := xm the terminal block of x, if m > 0, and set b := 0. The cone
rooted at x is the set

Cx :={y eV |y ( m )=*} C V.
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If y € Vj, then the set of successors of y is given by

y(y):={weVi\Pi(y,w)>0}

and the set of predecessors by

:= [v> e V, \ p,{w, y) > 0}.

We now introduce some probability generating functions. For this purpose, let
Ty := min{A: > 0 | Zk = y] (Sy := min{Jfc > 0 | Zk = y}) be the stopping time of
the first visit (the first return) to y e V. Denote by Px the probability measure on VNo

that governs the random walk starting at x 6 V. For z € C and x, y e V, let

n>0

Px[Sy =n]zn,

p*[5.v > » . z» = y]z"-
n>0

The analogous functions for the random walks on the single factors Vt are denoted by
G((u,v\z), Fi(u,v\z) and L,(M, V\Z), where u, v e V,. We make the basic assumption
that the radius of convergence of G(o, o\z) is greater than 1, which implies transience
of our random walk on V. Thus, we may exclude the case r = 2 = | V, j = | V2\. This
convergence property is fulfilled if each p, is reversible and due to non-amenability
also for random walks on free products of finitely generated groups, where the P,
depend only on probability measures on the single groups. Note that for |z| < 1,
J2yeVl

 Gt(x< ?lz) = 1/(1 ~ z) f o r eve ry i e / and all x e V,. This will be used
several times in the sequel.

Recall the following equations.

LEMMA 2.1. Letx, y e V, w e V\{o} such that w(l) £ VxM, andz e C. Then

(i) G(JC,JC|Z) = 1 / ( 1 - ^ ( J C , X | Z ) ) ,

(ii) G(x,y\z) = F(x,y\z)G(y,y\z),
(iii) G(x, y\z) = G(x,x\z)L(x, y\z),
(iv) F{o,xw\z) = F(o,x\z)F(x,xw\z),
(v) L(o, xw\z) = L(o, x\z)L(x,xw\z),

(vi) L(x, xw\z) = L(o, w\z).

Equations analogous to (i), (ii) and (iii) hold for the generating functions on the single
factors Vjfor every i e J2'.
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PROOF. For (i) and (ii) see Woess [23, Lemma 1.13]. Equation (iii) is obtained by
conditioning with respect to the last visit at x before finally walking to v. Equations (iv)
and (v) are obtained by conditioning with respect to the first (last) visit at x, which
must be visited before finally walking to xw. Equation (vi) holds, since by the tree-
like structure of the free product the probability of walking from x to xw in n steps
without returning to x is the same as walking from o to w in n steps without returning
too. •

We now explain the correspondence between F(x,y\z) and Fi(x,y\z), and
L(x, y\z) and Lt(x, y\z). Therefore define for i e y and z e C

Ht{z) := Y, P°f5" = "• Z' * W z" and *<(z) := " ^ ;

see Woess [23, Proposition 9.18]. Note that //,(1) is the probability of starting at some
x € Vj and returning to the same x without having visited a neighbour y e y(x)
of x. Similarly £,-(1) is the probability of starting at some x e V, and at some time
visiting a neighbour y e y(x). For positive z the functions H, (z) and £, (z) are strictly
increasing inside their radii of convergence, which are greater than 1.

LEMMA 2.2. Leti e JP, x, y € Vt and z e C. Then

(i)
(ii)

For the proof of (i) see Woess [23, Proposition 9.18 (c)]. Statement (ii) is proved
analogously.

LEMMA 2.3. £,- :=£,(1) < I for alii € J.

PROOF. Let //,(z) := U(o, o\z) - W,(z). By transience we have

Furthermore

H,(l) = ad J2 -Pi(o,, s) F(s, o\l) < a,.

Hence,

*. = 5 < 5 = 2 = 1

Observe that | y < 1 for all ; e / \ {/}, if //,(1) < a, for some / e J^. Assume
,(l) = a, for some i € J. Then W,(l) = U(o, o\l) - H,-(l) < 1 - a,-, and thus
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there is j e J \ [i] such that //,(1) < a,. Thus £,• < 1. Since

pi(p,,s)F(s,o\l) = al,

we have F(s, o|l) = 1 for all ^ € ^(o , ) . However now we obtain the contradiction

F(s,o\l)=Fl(s,ol\l)<l,

as £,- < 1 and Fj(s, ot\x), 0 < x e R, is strictly increasing with F,-(J, o,|l) < 1. D

2.2. Limit of the random walk As we have assumed transience for the random walk
on V, the random walk escapes to infinity in the sense that almost surely every finite
A c Vis visited only finitely often. We shall now investigate the route of the escape
of the random walk on V, which provides the main tool for further computations.
Define for* e V,i e J? with r(x) ^ i and K V j the setxS := [xy \y e S}.

LEMMA 2.4. IfxeV andr(x) ^ i, then

IPo[Zn e x Vj holds for infinitely many n\ = 0.

PROOF. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2,

n>0 yeV,

c\l) Li(Oi, y\t-i)

= G(o,o\l)L(o,x\l)^ '
''i(Oi,Oi\%i)

G{o,o\\)L{o,x\\) 1
= < oo.

The Borel-Cantelli lemma implies the proposed statement. •

Now we are able to specify how the random walk on V escapes to infinity. Let Voo
denote the set of infinite words x\x2... in which each of the letters Xj belongs to
{JieJf v*, no consecutive letters come from the same V*, and infinitely many letters
come from each V*.

PROPOSITION 2.5. l(Zn) tends to infinity Po-a.s., as n - • oo. Furthermore, there
exists a V^-valued random variable Z^, such that

lim Zn = Zoo Po—a.s.,
n-»oo

with convergence in the sense that the length of the common prefix ofZn and Z^ tends
to infinity.
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PROOF. We prove by induction that for each m e N there is almost surely an
nm 6 N with £(Znm) — m and l(Zn) > m for all n > nm. By Lemma 2.4, the random
walk visits the state set UieJf Vj finitely often iPo-a.s. Therefore there is a maximal
index nx e M such that Zn, e U,ej» Vt (P0-a.s. and Zn <£ UieJf Vt for all n > nx. Thus
£(Zni) = 1 and£(Zn) > 1 for all n > nx.

Assume now that t{ZnJ = m and £(Zn) > m for all n > nm, and let
y :— J1' \ {x{Znm)}. Again, by Lemma 2.4, the random walk visits the state set
Utes' Z"m Vt finitely often Po-a.s. Then there is a maximal nm+x e N such that
Znm+I e (J,6j>r, Znm Vi and Zn <£ \JieJf, Znm V, for all n > nm+x. Thus t(Znm+l) = m + 1
and t(Zn) > m + 1 for all n > nm+x. Thus l(Zn) tends to infinity, as n -> oo.

It is clear that the sequence (Zn)n e N converges to an infinite word in VQO with

3. Exit time technique

In this section we investigate the random walk on V in detail, prove the existence
of I and derive a formula for it. The following technique was motivated by Nagnibeda
and Woess [16, Section 5]. Let k e M. The exit time with respect to the block length k
is ek := min{m 6 N | V« > m : Zf^ constant). In particular, e0 = 0. The exit point
with respect to the block length k is Wk := Zet. Thus, e* is the first instant from which
point the first k blocks remain constant, and Wk = x = xx... xk if and only if, at time
ek — 1, the random walk is at state xx.. .xk-Xs with some s e ^ f e ) , at time ek at
state x, and thereafter remains in the cone Cs.

As Zn converges almost surely to a random variable Z ^ with values in V^, we
have ek —> oo as k -> oo, almost surely. The k-th increment is ik := ek — ek_x and the
maximal temporary exit time at time n is defined as k(n) := max{& e No | ek < n).
Define for / e J1, y € V and n e No

kf\o, y) := ¥o [Wj e {0 n) : Zj i V*, Zn = y]

and the corresponding generating function

(3.1) Ki(o, y\z) := f > < > > y)z" = £ H,(z)"L(0, y\z) = ^ ^ \
n=0 n>0 l H'W

PROPOSITION 3.1. (Wk, ik)keN is a Markov chain with transition probabilities

= wk+u ik+x = nk+\ \Wk = wk, ik = nk]

fornkl nk+1 e N, wk = xt... xk 6 V, wk+i = wky, where y e U,e^\(r(^)) v
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PROOF. Define V; = {JJej,\{i) V/. For 2 < i < k, let u;0 — o,wx=gxe \JieJ? Vf and
U>/ = Wt-igi With g, e Vr(u,,_,)-

For i € {1, . . . , k) the inclusion [Wi+i = w,+i] c [IV, = tu,] holds, as u>,+i deter-
mines the element wt uniquely. Let « i , . . . , nk+l e N and write for m e [k, k + 1}

[U7 = < , 17 = < ] := [Vy €{l,...,m):Wj=-- Wj, i, = n,] .

This event can be described as follows: start at o, walk in n i — 1 steps to a predecessor
of wx inside VTiWl), then walk to w\. Then stay inside Cm and walk in n2 — 1 steps to
a vertex in w\£?(g2), from there to w2, and so on. More formally we obtain, writing

¥O[W\ = wk
v\\ = n\]

V A . € { 0 , . . . , , * - l } V / 6 { l , . . . , / i 1 - l } :
n}+; € C,,, Znt+._, g wx0»{gM), ZBt+. =

Analogously,

2}:Z^U, ,

) , Znk+l = wk+l\
 [[ ? r t a + l ) j '

Thus we obtain the conditional probabilities

Po [Wk+l = wk+l,ik+l = nk+] | W* = u»*. 1* = n\]

= 1 ~ ^(u,^,) p [V; € {1 fit+1 - 2} : Z;- € C^,]
1 - ?r(»t) "* LZ"t+,-i e ttf*^(g*+i), Zni+, = u;t+1J

The transition probabilities of the stochastic process (Wk, ik)keN depend only on
zk := r(Wk), T(Wk+i) and Wk+\. Hence, the stochastic process (Wk, ik, ?k)keN is an
irreducible Markov chain on the state space

** ••= {iy,n,j)\jeJ?,ye V / . n e N . l e / 1 i

with transition probabilities
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.For convenience, we write q((x, m, i), (y, n, j)) := 0, if j e J?, y e V}, but
(y, n, j) <£ s>f. As the probabilities q((x, m, i), (y, n, j)) do not depend on x and m,
the sequence (rk)keN is also a Markov chain on the state space J with transition
probabilities

(3.2) q(i, j) := ^ X^((*, m, i), {y, n, j))

for /, j e J with / ^ j and q(i, i) = 0. Note that x e V, and m e M can be chosen
arbitrarily, such that (x,m, i) e srf. As J1 is finite, (rt)t6N possesses an invariant
probability measure v : J^ —>• [0, 1], that is, for every j e /

(3.3)

We now define for j e J', y e V* and n € N

which is an invariant probability measure of the stochastic process (Wk,ik,
that is,

n(x, m, i)q((x, m, i), (y, n, j)) = n(y, n, j)

holds for all (y, n, j) e #/.

PROPOSITION 3.2. There is a number A € 1, such that ek/k ^ * A ¥o-a.s.

PROOF. Consider the function g : srf —> N, (y, n, j) H> n. An application of the
ergodic theorem for positive recurrent Markov chains shows that

~ C° • • • - - - "va.s.,f
J Sdn

if / gdn < oo holds. Hence it is sufficient to show finiteness of this integral. Noting
that

/
gdn =

= ET3T E «;O-WE»E E ^-
i€J> 5 l y ^ M ) >l / 3>()

(*)
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we now interpret the sum (*) as a power series evaluated at 1. We have

It is sufficient to show that the sum y,,,(z) has radius of convergence 7?,; > 1 for all
i, j e J? with / ^ j .

E
~z E ̂ '̂ °'

n>\

(**) (***)
From equation (3.1) we obtain

and also

Thus the sum (**) has radius of convergence greater than 1. Furthermore, by (3.1)
and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2,

Pj(s,Oj) Ki(o,s\z)

?;K*&(*)) FT:

Gj(oj,oj\$j{z))-l
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Thus the sum (***) has radius of convergence greater than 1, and so does Yij(z),
whence / gdn is finite. •

Using the above, we can rewrite y,,;(z) as

and therefore

(3.5) A =

The following theorem is now obtained precisely as in Nagnibeda and Woess [16,
proof of Theorem D].

THEOREM 3.3. ^ > ^ £ = I Po-a.s.
n A

Finally, we show how to compute the invariant probability measure v explicitly.
For this purpose, it is sufficient to compute the transition probabilities q(i, j) for all
/, j e J'. By solving the system of linear equations given by equation (3.3), v is
obtained. The next lemma proposes a formula for q(i, j).

LEMMA 3.4. Let i, j e J with i £ j . Then q(i, i) = 0 and

$(' j) = -j- \ Z r ( \ ~ l) where

PROOF. By definition of Wk and PolZoo e Voo] = 1, it follows that q(i, i) = 0.
Considering (3.2) and the computations in the proof of Proposition 3.2 leads to

ft) • <*j • yu(l). D

We now give an explicit formula for v.

(3.6) v(i) = c "' ° ~ *l) (1 - (1 - ft) G,(ft)),
ft

where c > 0 is chosen so that J2ies v 0 ) = 1- This is indeed an invariant measure,
because, writing *(/) = 1 — (1 — ^,) G,-(ft), the invariance condition on v is just

*(') = r^~ for each j
ieS\{j) ( ~ l

or, equivalently, that 5Z1€jr x(i) = 1.
The following lemma verifies that this equation holds.
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LEMMA 3.5. Let i e J. Then

PROOF. By transience, o is visited only finitely often OVa.s., that is,

This yields

yeV*

= (G(o,o|l)-1-p(i))
G,

This leads to the proposed equation. •

We summarize this section. If we know for each factor Vt, i e J2', the first visit
generating function F,(x,o,|z), when starting at a predecessor x e ^(o , ) of o,, and
the Green function Gi(Oi, o,|z), it is possible to compute £,(z) by solving a finite
system of characteristic equations. This is in fact only possible when the generating
functions are known and not too complicated. The measure v can be computed by
(3.6) and then £ found using I = I/A and (3.5). Sample computations are presented
in Section 6.

4. Double generating functions

In this section we compute the rate of escape i for the random walk on V using
double generating functions. The main tool for our computation is the following
theorem.

THEOREM 4.1 (Sawyer and Steger). Let (Yn)neNo be a sequence of real-valued
random variables such that, for some & > 0,

-/-rn - sn)) = ̂ ^ fi>rO<r,s< 8,
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[13] Rate of escape of random walks on free products 43

where C(r, s) and g(r, s) are analytic for \r\, \s\ < S and C(0, 0) ^ 0. Denote by gr

and gs the partial derivatives of g with respect to r and s. Then

Yn n^oc gr(0,0)
> I = almost surely.

n gs (0,0)
For the proof, see Sawyer and Steger [17, Theorem 2.2].
Setting Yn = £(Zn), w = e~r and z = e~s, to find £ in our context it is sufficient to

investigate the double generating function

xeV n>0 xev

and to apply Theorem 4.1. To this end, introduce further double generating functions.
Write V* :=V\[o} and define

, Z) := 1 + J2 £ El «)i^)K)' XJ
n>l X=JC, •jr,eVx ; = 1

and for i e y

xeV*

>(w,z):=J?i
+(w,z)h + J2 E

\ «>2 x2,...,xneV* j=2

Thus we have the equation
m -^

?,(u>,z).

If 0 < to, z < 1, the convergence of J?(w,z) follows by Ji?(w,z) < £(w, z).
Hence, J£f(w,z) and also Ji?j(w,z), i e J, converge if |io|, \z\ < 1. The next
lemma provides another representation of Jf(w, z).

LEMMA 4.2. Let w, z e R with 0 < w, z < 1. Then

PROOF. Let w, z e OS with 0 < io, z < 1. First we have

JSf,(u>, z) = J2f+(ti;, z) (1 + 5Z - ^ ( w ' z ) ) f o r
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and from convergence of _£? (w, z), we get

Sf,{w, z) = Sf,+ (.w, z){Sf(w, z) -&i(w, z)) •

As JS^.+ (IO, Z) > 0 holds, the last equation is equivalent to

Thus

•

As J ^ O , Z) < oo, we get

and the result follows.

COROLLARY 4.3. Let w,zeR withO <w,z<l. Then

g . = G(o,o\z)

PROOF. Let to, z e R withO < w, z < 1. Applying Lemma 4.2 yields the proposed
equation:

,o\z)L(o,x\z)weM

= G(o,o\z)Sf(w,z). •

We can now conclude and compute a formula for the rate of escape I. Rewriting
Jz?*(u>, z) after some manipulations involving Lemma 2.1 yields

^ = y ^ U>(1/(1 ~ MZ)) - G,(oh OtMz)))

We define C(w, z) := G(o, o\z) and

w/{\ - ^ ( Z ) ) + (1 - w)G,(o,, o,M
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We have

#{w,z) = £p^4 forO<w,z<l.

The constraints required for an application of Theorem 4.1 are obviously fulfilled, as
G(o, o\z) has radius of convergence greater than 1 and £,- < 1. We apply it now, where
gw and gz denote the partial derivatives of g with respect to w and z, respectively.
Hence, we can conclude

o-a.s.

Simplifications yield the following formula for i, where we write £, = £,-(1) and

(4.1)

£,.

Observe that £,-, G,(&) > 0, £• < 1 and G,(£,) < (1 - f,-)"1- Thus £ > 0.

5. Free products of groups

In this section we present a third technique for the computation of the rate of
escape t of the block length for the random walk on the free product. This technique
is restricted to the case of a free product of groups. Therefore, let F,, / € JP, be
non-trivial finitely generated groups. We assume that the groups have pairwise trivial
intersections, but they may be isomorphic. Denote by e, the identity on F,. The
elements of the free product F := T\ * • • • * Fr are represented as words in the sense
of (2.1) and e is identified with the empty word.

We can define a group operation on F. The product of u, v e F is the concatenation
of the words u and v with possible cancellations and contractions in the middle to get
the representative form of the product word. We exclude the case r = 2 = |Fi| = |F2|.
This ensures that the free group product is non-amenable, yielding that each of our
constructed random walks on F is transient and G(e,e\z) has radius of convergence
greater than 1 (see Woess [23, Theorem 10.10, Proposition 12.4, Corollary 12.5]). We
write F(* = F, \ {e,} for / e J. Furthermore we write F^ = Voo and Fx := F \ {e}.

The random walk on F is constructed as follows: standing at x e F we allow
walking to xg with g e {JieJ, F,x in one step. Choose probability measures /x,
on F,x for each i e J such that ^i, defines an irreducible random walk on F,, that is,
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Pi(x, y) = iii(x~xy) for all x, y e F,. Let ot\, ..., ar > 0 with £,-eJ,
 a< = 1- Then

we define the transition probabilities as

p(x,xg) =cti • Hi(g)

for all x e F, g e r,x, and we set p(x, y) = 0 otherwise. As the transition
probabilities depend only on the increment g e F/\ we write jx(g) := p(x,xg)
for all g e U^^ I"1*, and /x(g) = 0 otherwise. Analogously, the n-step transition
probabilities are given by the convolution powers /Li(n) of fi.

By Theorem 2.5, the random walk converges Pe-a.s. to a random variable Z^ with
values in F^. Denote by v the distribution of Z^. Let

Ei = [x\X2 • • • e Too | x{x\) = i] for i e J2".

Then v is uniquely determined by its values on the Borel sets B of the form xEt =
[xh \h e Ej} with i e / ^ e T and r(x) ^ i. We will now give a formula for these
values.

LEMMA 5.1. Leti 6 J, x e F with T{X) ^ /. Then

v{xEt) := PAZoo e xEA = F(e,x\l)(l - (1 - ft) G,(e,, ^ |f t)) .

PROOF. The proof of this lemma is extrapolated from Woess [21, Theorem 4 c],
where one can find an incorrect formula, which we correct here. First we have

Recall that we have by vertex-transitivity Gi(oh o,|z) = Gi(y, y\z) for all i e y and
all y e Fj. By Lemma 3.5, we obtain

v(Ei) = G(o, o|l) • p(i) = 1 - (1 - ft) G,(e,, e,|ft).

This leads to the proposed formula. •

Now we reformulate our problem for finding a formula for £. For this purpose, we
apply a technique which was used by Ledrappier [10, Section 4 b] for free groups.

By Theorem 3.3 and Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem, we have
QVa.s.

M . lim f « ^ P , . f lim fwJ,,, . .
n n-*oo J n J n-*oo n

Thus it is sufficient to prove convergence of the sequence (E[£(Zn+1)] —
and to compute its limit, which then must equal i. First we have

and
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On the other hand,

Thus we obtain

Define the random variables yn := £(gZn) - l(Zn) for any given g e \Jiejr r*. We
have Yn e {—1,0, 1} for all n e N. By vertex-transitivity, gZn converges to gZ^.
Hence, Yn converges to a random variable Y^ with values in {—1,0, 1} depending
only on g and the first block of Z^. In other words, Yn becomes constant, if n is big
enough. If Zx = XiX2 • • •, we obtain for a given g e \Jie^ T,x

0, if T U O = r(g) and

-1, ifr(xi)-T(g)andx1g-e,

By Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem, we infer that

j\t{gZn) - e(Zn))dPe ^ I YeodVe.

Consider the function

and its projections fg : F^ -> {—1, 0, 1} : w \-+ f(g, w) for every g e \Jtej F,x.
Each fg is measurable and thus

fYoodPt=ff(g,Zeo)dv=f fg(w)dv{w).

Denote by Eh the event that Z^ has as first block the element h e U<e^ ^i* anc*
denote E^ the event that Z^ starts with a block element not of type i e / . Then we
obtain for g e T,
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and v(E#) = (1 - ft) • G,-(e,, e,|ft)) • Writing G,(z) for G,(eh e,\z), as before, we
can conclude

_ „ r
dv(w)

v^ f

= J > , (1 - ft) G,(ft) (1 -

Thus we get the rate of escape of the block length

(5.1) I

The technique presented in this section can be extended to a free product of an infinite,
countable number of groups. All the required properties of the generating functions
used also hold in this case. Furthermore, Yn is again bounded such that finiteness of I
is ensured. Thus the same computations prove the same formula for I if J" = N.

6. Examples

We present two applications of our formulae for the rate of escape of the block
length. First we look at a free product arising from non-Cay ley graphs and then
we look at a free product of infinite groups. Both examples go beyond previously
investigated graph structures for the computation of I.

6.1. Free product arising from non-Cayley-graphs Consider the sets

Vx = {A,B,C,D,E,F,ol\, V2 = {G,H,o2] and V3 = {I, J,o3},

and the random walks on these sets. Their transition probabilities are sketched in
Figure 1. None of the graphs in this figure is a Cayley graph.

Consider now the corresponding random walk on the free product V = V\ * V2 * V3,
where a, = 5/9 and a2 = a3 = 2/9.

We obtain the generating functions

3 , 2 3 1 1
= 7 Z + 7^ • Gi(oi,o,|z) = ——
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FIGURE 1. Some non-Cayley graphs.

, z) = F2(H, o2\z) = z,

Uz) = H3(z) = \

G2(o2, o2\z) =

4
Hi(z) = -z§2(-9

1 - z 2 '

Note that H2(z) = H3(z) follows by symmetry. The Green function G(o, o\z) of the
corresponding random walk on V has radius of convergence greater than 1. This can
be shown by constructing recursive equations using H\(z) and H2(z) and numerical
evaluation. Consider

and

- H2(z) i(z) ,(z)2)'

Substituting ^ (z) into £2(z) we have to solve an equation in the variable %2{z). Solving
this equation with MATHEMATICA we obtain four continuous solutions, but only one
solution satisfies §2(1) < 1- Hence, we get %2(z) as this solution and obtain §i(z)
from §2(z)- We find that §,(1) « 0.66571 and £,(0 = £s(l) % 0.37231. We
compute I using Theorem 3.3. The transition matrix of the Markov chain (r*)*^ of
the alternating vertex types is

('". »)i</7<3=

0
0-62769
0.62769

0.5
0

0.37231

0.5 \
0.37231 ,

0 /
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and from this we obtain the corresponding invariant probability measure v with
v(l) = 0.38563 and v(2) = v(3) = 0.30718. Now we are able to compute the
rate of escape of the block length to the random walk on V. We obtain I ~ 0.33089.
If I is computed by (4.1), then the numerical approximated result and the above result
coincide in the first 50 decimal numbers. So numerical approximations do not lead to
a distortion of the result.

6.2. Z2 * Z/2 Consider Vx = I1 and the simple random walk on it given by
/xi((±l, 0)) = /Xi((0, ±1)) = 1/4. Also, consider the group V2 = 1/2 and the
simple random walk on it given by M2U2) = 1- We are interested now in the simple
random walk on T = F] * F2, where â  = 4/5 and a2 = 1/5. For the computation
of i we use (5.1). Therefore it is sufficient to compute £1, £2 and G, ((0, 0), (0, 0)|£i).
For this purpose, we use the computations and results in Woess [23, pages 100, 105,
109]; compare also with Soardi [18].

Before we can compute these values, we have to introduce some auxiliary functions.
In the following let the subindex 0 correspond to the random walk on V. Denote

W,(z) = z • G,(o, o\z) for i e {0, 1, 2}.

As Wj (z) is strictly increasing, there is an inverse function W~x(z) such that

By [23, Theorem 9.10], we have

where <J>,(0 = t/W~\t) for all / e {0, 1, 2}. By [23, Example 9.15 (3)],

~ 4n2 J(_^n? 2-z- (cos*, + cosx2) ~'

where x_= (xu x2). Furthermore, by [23, Theorem 9.19], we have the equation

*o(0 = *

By [23, Example 9.15 (1)], we have

This yields

= G(o,o|z)-i
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Inverting this equation and multiplying by (4/5) W (z) leads to

-5W(z)

G( O ,o | z ) - i

Applying W\ onto both sides of this equation yields

We have

(6.1)

and thus

4
-W(z) =
5

Substituting y = (4/5) W(z), we obtain

or equivalently y = (4 - 5f,) ^,/(4 - 10£i + 6?,2). Substituting y into (6.1), we
have to solve

4

in the unknown variable ^. The solution can be computed only numerically. Consid-
ering the graphs of the functions (4 — 5z)z/(4 — lOz + 6z2) and W\{z) we see that
there is only one possible intersection point greater than 4/5; see Figure 2. Using the
bisection method, numerical integration and evaluation we obtain £i ~ 0.84426, and
also W(\) = {5/A)y « 1.40724. This yields

G,((0,0), (0,0)|ft) = ^ — ^ « 1.33347.
?i(U

By f i = 4/(5(1 - fc/5)), we obtain

Hi « 0.26212, and G2(0,0|£2) = —^-2 « 1.07378.

Now we have computed all necessary characteristical numbers, and the rate of escape
of the block length of the simple random walk on Z2 * 2/2 can be computed by (5.1)
as t m 0.23386.
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-20

-40

(4-5z)z
4-10z+6z2

FIGURE 2. Graphs of W,(z) and (4 - 5z)z/(4 - lOz + 6z2).

7. Remarks

We can extend our considerations in order to compute other types of typical rates
of escapes concerning the random walk on the free product:

(I) For x = X] • • • xn e V and / e <? the partial block length of x with respect
to Vj is given by

ei(x):=\{j\je{l,...,n},xje V,}\.

As tt(Wk)/k converges for A -> oo to v(i), which is the invariant probability measure
on J^ with respect to the Markov chain (r(Wk))k€N, we obtain the partial rate of
escape of the block length

o-a.s.

(II) The set V carries a Markovian distance defined by

d(x, y) :— minjn e N | pM(x, y) > 0},

where x, y e V. In general d(-, •) is not necessarily symmetric. The Markovian
length is defined as \x\ = d(o, x). We can extend the considerations of Section 3 for
the proof of the existence of the rate of escape of the Markovian length, that is,

1
A. = lim — | Zn |.

n—too fl

This yields a formula for A. given by k = to, where

and 5,(m) = [x e V, | |JC| = m} for / e J* and m e N.
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